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Tho JVee coiivootion flow o f  iiii nlastico-viscoub liquid from  a hori/iOntal plate has been 
Htudied in this paper The typo o f  wall temporaturo distribution and tho boimdary layer 
thioknesjs which allow Bimdaiity Bolution aro luvootigatod. Tho effect o f elasticity o f 
tho liquid and tho Prandtl numbor on the volocity and iemperaturo distributions and 
the rato o f heat tiaiLsfor irom  the plate has boon studiod.
I n te od u o tio n
Tlio plienomenon of natural convection arises in a fluid when tomiierature changes 
(’HUSO density variations leading to buoyancy forces acting on the fluid elements. 
This process of heat transfer has many important teclinological applications. 
Therefore, in modern times there has been a noticeable increase in interest in 
ii'oe convection problems. Studies on laminar free convection flow and heat 
transfer of Newtonian fluids have been I’eportcd in literature, But little work 
in this direction seems to have been done in the case of non-Newtonian fluid. Eo- 
uontly, Mishra (1966) has studied the free convection flow of an elastico-viscous 
liquid past a hot vertical plate In this paper our aim is to study the free con­
vection flow of an elastico-viscous liquid from a horizontal plate. Similar problems 
in the Newtonian case have been studied by Sparrow & Minkowycz (1962), Gill 
& Casal (1962), Hauptmann (1966), Gill et al (1965). This problem in the presence 
of a magnetic field has been studied by Gupta (1966). Free convection flow of 
a second order fluid from a horizontal plate has been studied by Mishra (1968).
B a sic  E q u ation s
The equations governing the elastico-viscous fluid model considered hero 
consist of the constitutive equations
(1)
2?yoc'*-2V<* ... (2)
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Vf,t =  0.
I ll  these equations tlie term appearing in (2) is given by 
dt
is tJie convected derivative of the rale-ol-strain tensor and is defined as
bemg the velocity vector, j) is the mean pressure, p is the density of the medium, 
is the body force per unit mass in the i-th direction and 'Pijc is the stress tensor. 
Tlic limiting viscosity at small rates of sJiear is
0
iV(A) being the relaxation sjieistnim as jnli“oduced by Walters (1900), ami gn is 
the metric tensor of a fixed coordinate system x'. This idealized model (2) is a 
valid approximation of Walter’s liquid B' taking very short memory into account 
such that terms involving »




(V >  2)
A detailed descrii>tion of the model has been given by Walters & Beard (1964) 
The onerg3" equation, negloeting the dissipation term, which i,s justified lor slow 
motion as in the case of free (sonvection flow, is
dT , dT 
dx dy (5)
where T is the toniperature and a is the thermal diffusivity.
BouNnABY La y e r  E q u a tio n s
111 free convection problems, the thickness of the layer, in which the tempera­
ture and velocity dilfej- appreciably from the values at infinity, is found to be small 
compared with the length of 1 he plate; hence the approximation of the boundary 
lawyer theory will be valid Kecentty, Beard & Walters (1964) have obtained the 
boundary layer equations for this class o f fluid. Within the boundary layer 
u, dujdx, d'^ ufdx^ , dpldxare assumed to be of the order unity and y to bo of the order
the boundaiy layer thiokness. Fi*om the equation of continuity (4) we get the 
y-component of the velocity to be of tho order of the boundary layer thickness, 
la order that the viscous, elastico-viscous and inertia terms in the modified oqua- 
l/ions of motion be of the same order of magnitude, it is necessary that
=  0(^2) and k *  =  0((52)
where
V =  Tfolp and *0* -= h^ fp.
Under these conditions, equations of motion give
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du
‘ a”* -
dhc^ V  -{-V ~  —  F^~ - + r  -- -  ~ko* —  +Vdy p dx dy^  L dy dy^   ^ -
0 =  Fy~~\jp, dpidy,




Tu tile pi'esent problem F.^  ^— 0 and Fy ~  —r/, the accekaation duo to gravity, 
smeo we study free convection flow from a horizontal plate Wo are concerned 
with tho veJocit}  ^ and temperature distributions in tho boundary layer over tho 
plate
S o l u t i o n  o f  E q u a t i o n s
Since the ambient flui<l is at rest, from equation (7) wo get
dp^
dx ^  0, (9)
whore the subscript oo refers to ambient state. The equation of state is
P =  ... (10)
whoro /?, the coefiiciont of volume expansion is assumed constant Hence equa­
tion (8) gives





Integration of equation (12) with respect to y from y to S and subsequent use oi 
equation (8) yields.
=  -P^gfi J ^ (T -T .)d y ,bx
(13)
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where condition at infinity is rejilaced by the condition at the outer edge of the 
boiuidary layer Substitution of equation (13) in equation (7) loads to
du , du o d frji a/t \ 3 1
, *  r du d'^ v , dhi , d /  d'^ u \ 1
dy^ i f f  '^ d i  ( “  b f  ) J ’ (14)
where v =  This, along with equation (5) and ((i) coiistituto the basic ecjiia-
tions of the problem which are to be solved subject to
—  V  —  0
du
'A,
U =  7 '  -  0, T -  
dy
at jy =  U ■] 
at y — d
(15)
(10)
We solve the boundary layer equation and energy equation by an integral method 
similar to that of Karman & rohlhauson. Integration of equation (14) with 
respect to y from 0 to d and use of equation (6) lead to
Dxl  i « ■ ' -  -  ( g ) , + " 4  [ i  1 ■'»
‘••-[I i (I)‘-'»+(£S.+(-5 ).+M s  S * ]  ™
Assuming
^ =  T w -T ^  =  Nx’‘ ,
J  W  —  n o
equation (5) can be written as
dO , dO , nud d'^ e
dx dy X dy^
which when integrated with with respect to y from 0 to d gives
d  ^
—  fdx 0
dd n $ x ^ ——  f uddy 
dy X i
We take simple profiles for u and d satisfying equations (15) and (16) as
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.Substitution of equations (21) and (22) loads to
(1
dx
1 _ .  
l  105 J - T T - + l X [  ■ " '■ ] -
and
Let
~  C^ x'‘^  and S — C^ xK 








Since tJiose equations are valid for all values of x
2r\i-\-l—\. m—l ~  2^+71—1 — 2t71~Z—i ^  
I 4-7JI— 1 =  — I J
which leads to





1t. is interesting to note theit a similarity solution is possible only if the difference 
bet ween the wall and ambient temperature.s varies as the square of the distance 
li'om the leading edge along the plate and the boundary layer thickness is uniform 
all through. Substituting the values of m and n into equations (26) and (27)
\^'e get
1 0 5 ^ '^ "  C\ * 10(7o
-  20a.
TSliinination of between (30) and (31) gives 
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and Pf T’randtl number vja. We take in this problem =  1/3, 2, 12,
and 32 so that the equation (32) reduces to
A’ -15A 2+i?c -  0 (32a)
A7—50A2-fi?c ^ 0  ... (33b)
A’ -260A2-fi?, =  0 ... (33c)
A’ -680A 2+i?, =  0 ... (33d)
Tliese (equations can have at best two positive roots and one negative root and four 
joots are imaginary. Negative and the imaginary roots are not to be considered 
Table J shows the values of A for different values of Rf. and P .^ For the viscous 
case on(‘ root is 0 00 which is discarded since the boundary layer thickness is not 
zero and the roots in the elastico-viscous ease which are in correspondence with 
this root arc therefore discarded. Table 1 shows that the boundary layer thickness
Table 1. Values of A for different values of Pf and Rp.
lie \
1/3 2 12 32
0 0 1.71H7 2.2034 3 0174 3.6944
0 6 1.7123 2 2021 3.0173 3.6943
] 0 1.7062 2.2009 3.0172 3.6943
1.5 1.7035 2.1990 3.0170 3 6942
decreases v it h the incrCfiise in the value of the elastic number This result agrees 
with the result by Beard &; Walters (1964) but contradicts that by Rajeswari 
& Rathna (1962) This is because in the Rivlin-TSricksen fluid model the latlci- 
authors have taken the memory coefficient to be positive which should be, in fact, 
negative, as has been proved by Coleman & Markovitz (1964). Davis (I960) 
has also made the sam(^  remark in his paper. But the boundary layer thickness 
increases with the increase in the value of Prandtl number. With the help of 





Table 2 shows that the value of C^ * goes on increasing with the increase in clastic 
number but decreases as the Prandtl number increases.
Equations (21) and (22) can be written in the forms
s - j  K r  “ ■ * - K r ... (34)
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T a b l e  2. Vahicis of 6',* for djffereni value<3 of P f  and Po
411
1/3 2 12 32
0 .0 0.3386 0 2069 0 1008 0.0734
0 .6 0..S41] 0 2002 0 1098 0.0734
1.0 0.3435 0.2004 0 1098 0 07.34
1 5 0.3447 0 2000 0 1009 0 0735
v^liere
^  / u \ r 40a^
I 20^ / L JL 40a“ J ’ ■'I 40a“ J
Tlio rate o f heat transfer at t)ie wall is given by
„ ____ v l  ST \ _  2k(T^-T^) _  2kNx^
\ d y ' ) u ------------ O -----------------
SC) that the Nusaelt number N — 2xlCr, - -  2x*jX. (35)
iSiiLce A dooreaseH with the increase in the value t)f the elastic number, the Nuaselt 
lumibor clearly increases with the increase of the elasticity of the liquid. Also, 
since A increases with the increase in the value of P^ , tlie Nusaelt number decreases 
as Prandtl number increa,sos Table 3 represents the computed values of 
u’^ jx* and 0. This table .shows that the velocity at any point within a thin liquid 
layei near the plato increases v ith the increa.se in the value of the clastic number. 
But outside this layer up to the edge of the boundary layer the velocity decreaso.s 
with the increase in the value of the elastic number This nature of the pi’ofilo 
may bo explained from a consideration of the conservation of the mass flux. Since 
the velocity increases in a thin layer near the plate due to the elasticity of the 
liquid, the velocity should decrease outside this layer. It can easily be seen from 
equation (34) that the minimum value of u* occurs at ?/ == 0 and at ^ — A, that is, 
at the plate and at the edge of the boundary layer The maximum value of u* 
msGurs at A/3 and its value is 4/27 A^ , Figure 1 shows that the velocity at any point 
m the boundary layer decreases with the increase in the value of the Prandtl 
mimber. Table 4 shows that the elasticity of the liquid decreases with the tom- 
perature at any point in the boundary layer. Figure 2 shows that the temperature 
at any point in the boundary layer increases with the increase in the value of the 
Prandtl number.
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T ahle 3. V olocity  distribution for different A '^ihies o f  7?^ . 
P r - 2
\
?/* \
0 00 0 ,5 0 1 .0 0
0 00 0 0000 0 0000 0 0000
0 .1 0 0 .0084 0.00S5 0 .0085
0 20 0 0153 0 0154 0 0155
0  :jo 0 0208 0 .0209 0 .0210
0 .4 0 0 .0249 0 0250 0 0261
0 .5 0 0 0278 0 0279 0 .0 2 80
0 60 0 0295 0 0297 0 0298
0 .7 0 0 0.S03 0 .0 3 05 0 .0 3 06
0 80 0 .0302 0 .0303 0 .0304
0 90 0 0293 0 .0 2 94 0 0295
1 00 0 .0278 0 .0279 0 0280
1 10 0 .0257 0 .0258 0 0268
) 20 0 .0232 0 0235 0 0233
1 ;to 0 0201 0 0204 0 0204
1 40 0 0174 0 0173 0 0173
1.50 0 .0143 0 0142 0 .0142
1 60 0 0112 0 .0100 0 .0 1 00
1 70 0 0101 0 0091 0 .0 0 89
1 .80 0 .0080 0 .0067 0 .0 0 62
1 00 0 .0052 0 .004 3 0 .0031
2 00 0 0016 0 0009 0 .0 0 06
T a b l e  4. Temperature distribution for different values o f 
Pr=^2.
jp ree co n v ection  flo w  o f  e la stic o -v isco u s  liq u id  etc^ 4 l 3
y *  \
0 0 0 5 1 0 1 .5
0 .0 1 0000 1.0000 1 0000 1.10000
0 1 0.0114 0 9112 0 9112 0.9110
0 .2 0 H270 0.8266 0 8265 0.8262
0 :i 0 .7466 0 7461 0.7460 0.7456
0 .4 0.0704 0.6607 0.6696 0.6691
0 5 0.5980 0 0975 0 5973 0.69G7
0 .6 0.5302 0.5204 0 5291 0 5285
0 .7 0.4662 0.4653 0 4640 0 4644
0 S 0 4064 0.405.0 0.4052 0 4044
0 .0 0 3508 0 34 07 0.3403 0 3486
1 ,0 0 2092 0 2081 0 2977 0.2070
1.1 0.2517 0.2.006 0.250] 0.2405
1.2 0 2083 0 2072 0.2067 0.2061
1..1 0 1690 0 1670 0 1674 0 1668
1 4 0.1338 0 1327 0 1322 0 1317
1 .5 0.1027 0 1017 0 1014 0 1008
Figui’e 1.* Velocity profiles for different Prandtl numbers.
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Figure 2 'J^impomturo profiles foi different Prandil lumibeiH.
Ouptci (I960) has studied the proiilem of hydromagnetic free convection flows 
from a horizontal plate and has obtaiiuid the similarity solutions for the velocity 
and temjierature fields His conclusions aie. for a uniform magnitic field 
T<u)—T  ^— Nx^ \ Uj{x) — C^ x ; rj O a  
which we have obtained hi our problem in (18), (25) and (29) This gives us an 
interesting’ result that the elasticity of the liquid plays some role similar to a 
magntic field present at the plate. In this connection reference may also be made 
to another paper by Gupta (1902).
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